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PROF. E. P. HARRISON ON THE TEMPERATURE

J I . Or, the Measurement of the Temperature Coefficient of
Young’s Modulus for Metallic Wires, with Special Application to Nickel. By E. PHILIP
HARRISON, Ph.D.,
F.R.S.E . )
Indian Educational Service, Professor of Physics,Presidency
College, Calcutta.’
RECEIVED
MAY 28, 1914.

Introduction.

THE problem of finding the variation of Young’s modulus
with temperature has always presented considerable difficulty,
partly because small changes in temperature produce elongations in the material comparable with the stretches to be observed on loading and partly on account of the effects of the
“ after effect ” (elastische nachwirkung) which becomes apparent at high temperatures.
To these special difficulties must be added the complexities
common t o the measurement of all elastic constants, such as
anomalous changes in elasticity due to variations in the method
of loading and annealing, or to the effect of the time during
which a material has been subject to stress before its elasticity
is measured. The fact remains that very little work has been
published on the elastic constants of metals above ZOO’C., and
none at all, so far as the present writer can discover, on nickel.
Of the earlier researches on the effect of temperature on
elasticity the most important are those of Wertheim,* Pisati,?
Katzenelsohn,:: Macleod and Clarke.$ ’
Pisati investigated Young’s modulus for iron up t o 300 deg.,
and expresses his results by means of a third degree empirical
formula which shows a gradual diminution in the modulus as
the temperature rises, Katzenelsoha experimented a t lower
temperatures, and Macleod and Clarke by heating a tuning
fork and observing its changes in frequency deduce that the
adiabatic modulus for steel decreases uniformly within the
limits of their experiments. Wertheim also used an acoustical
method.

* Wertheim,
f Pkti,

I‘

“ Ann. Chim. Phye.,” (3), Vol. XII., 1844.
GEZ.Chim. Itsl.,” Vol. VII., p. 1; I ‘ Nuovo Uimento ” (3), 4,

152.1878 : and 6.34.1879.
~~

iKatzenelsohn, “’Beiblatter,” 12, p. 307, 1888.
“ Phil. Trans. R.S.,’) Vol. C’LXXL., Part, 1, 1880.

0 Maoled and Clarke,
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Of more recent researches concerning the effect of temperature on young’s modulus only (apart from the important work
of
and of Meissner on the rigidity modulus, or of Mallock
on the bulk modulus) the following bear directly on the subject of this Paper :Miss Noyes * used a horizontally mounted wire, the distance
between two scratches on which was determined by reading
microscopes. The load was applied by adding weights to a
scale pan connected to the wire by a string passing over a
pulley on anti-friction rollers. Heating was effected, sometimes by a steam or hot-water jacket, sometimes by an electric current, and the experiments did not extend above 18OOC.
It is claimed in the first Paper that Young’s modulus varies
with the temperature differently according to the method of
electric heating employed. If the wire is heated by passing a
current through it the modulus reaches a maximum at some
temperature below 100deg., but on heating by surrounding the
wire with a helix conveying a current the modulus decreases
uniformly with rise of temperature.
In the second Paper, using larger loads, the modulus was
found t o decrease uniformly whatever the method of electric
heating. The author concludes that no detectable difference
in the thermal coefficient is produced by magnetising the wire
longitudinally or circularly.
Shakespear t used an interference method for measuring
the stretch, and was thereby enabled to reduce the length of
his specimen. The wires were heated by a steam jacket, and
the temperature was measured by mercury thermometers.
He found that after a fist heating the modulus was greater at
higher than at lower temperatures, but that on repeated heating and cooling the material settled down t,o a steady state, in
which Young’s modulus decreased with rise of temperature.
Gray Blyth and Dunlop$ determined the vcriation of Young’s
modulus with temperature between 20 deg. and 100 deg. They
used vertical wires 5 metres long, and heated with a steam
jacket, reading the stretch with reading microscopes. Temperatures were measured by thermocouples. NO maxh.“
wm found within the limits of their experiments, the results of
which were similar to those of Shakespear.

* Noyes,

“

Physical Review,” Vol. II., 1895, and Vol. III., 1896.

f Shakospear, “ Phil. Mag.,” Vol. XLVII., 1899.

$ Gray Blyth and Dunlop,

p. 180.

“

Proo. R.S.” Lond., Vol. LXVII., 1900,
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The modulus for steel at high temperatures was determined
by Hopkinson and Rogers,” who heated a specimen +in. in
diameter and 4in. long in an electric furnace. The experiments were carried up to 750 deg. in an atmosphere of nitrogen.
Only six values of the modulus are given between 0 deg. and
750deg., so that the authors are not in a position to express
their results by means of a formula, but they find a decrease
with rise of temperature and some evidence of a sudden increase in the temperature coefficient at 600 deg.
The difficulty of the experiments is increased by elastische
nachwirkung, which is shown t o increase with temperature.
The authors claim definite values of the modulus even at
600°C. or 7OO0C.,since they always used the “ instantaneous
extension ” produced on first adding a load.
Wassmuth,? using a nickel wire, finds a value for the temperature coefficient up to about 100 deg. equal t o 3 . 2 6 ~
A series of Papers by H. Walker$ describe experiments on
Young’s modulus between Odeg. and 180deg. A horizontal
wire method is used, similar to that employed by Miss Noyes
(Zoc. cit.), whose results are to a large extent confirmed and
extended to other metals. The temperature of the wires was
measured from their observed resistance, the resistance temperature coefficient being known from previous experiment.
The experimental portion of the wire used by Walker was
aboub 1 metre long. It was enclosed in a glass tube, and the
scratches on the wire were observed by microscopes through
two holes bored in the glass.
The main results are as follows : When a metal is heated by
the ordinary method (water jacket or vapour bath) Young’s
modulus decreases uniformly with rise of temperature ; when,
however, the temperature is varied by passing a current
through the wire, the resulting variation in the modulus
depends on the load employed. When the latter is large the
modulus changes as it does when heated ordinarily ; when the
load is small both magnetic and non-magnetic metals show
irreversible changes, which decrease t o zero as the load is
increased. Moreover, for small loads the modulus reaches a
maximum below 100 deg. for electric heating only.

* Hopkineon and Rogers,

1905.

t Wesemuth,

“

1906.

“

Prm. R.S.” Lond., Series A, Vol. LXXVL.,

Akad. Wh. Wien Sits. Ber.,” 115, da, pp. 323, March,

H.Walker, Proo. R.Y.” Edm., 27,
No. 40,1908: 31, Part 1, No. 10, 1911.
“

Pert 4, No. 34, 1907; 28, Pat%8,
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Method employed in the Present Experiments.
The investigation described in this Paper was undertaken
with the object of determining Young’s modulus for nickel
near its magnetic critical temperature, and was suggested by
the fact that an anomaly i s the temperature coefficient of
expansion of that metal had been shown * to exist at about
370 deg. (a peculiarity subsequently investigated by Randall,
and confirmed by Colby,t who used a Pulfrich interferometer).
In my own experiments referred to above the wire under
test had been stretched by a spring, the expansion coefficient
at all temperatures being measured when the specimen was
in a state of tension. It is a matter of some interest to discover to what extent, if at all, the expansion coefficient is
modified by the existence of a load on the wire ; one way in
which this information can be obtained, apart from direct
experiment, is by determining the temperature coefficient of
Young’s modulus and deducing therefrom the value of da/dT,
where a is the linear expansion coefficient of a metal under
tension T. Thus a determination of Young’s modulus at
different temperatures up to 5OOOC. would supply the required
information as to the relation between stress and the expansion
coefficient, and, in addition, might be expected t o decide
whether or not any anomalous features exist in the neighbourhood of 370 deg.
To determine the stretch for a given load with the required
accuracy in a length of wire sufficiently small t o ensure reasonably uniform heating is a problem to which the optical method
used by Shakespear is perhaps the best’ adapted; but the
arrangements are elaborate, even a t ordinary temperatures,
while above 100 deg. the experimental difficulties are materially
increased. It was, therefore, decided to use the reading
microscope method, which had proved entirely satisfactory in
finding expansion coefficients, and to modify the apparatus so
that the necessary accuracy in the measurement of the stretch
could be obtained on about 20 cm. of wire.
In view of the work of Miss Noyes (ZOC. tit.) it was thought
legitimate to ignore the effects, if any, of circular mapetisation ; consequently the specimen was heated directly by an
electric current, its temperature being determined from its
resistance. By using so short a length of wire the chance of

* Harrison,

“

Phil. Mtbg.,’’ June, lW4.

t Colby, “ Php. Review,” ‘30,pp. 606-521, April, 1910.
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patchy ” heating due to inequalities in radiating power of the
metal was much reduced, while pseudo stretches caused by
want of perleot straightness in the wire are also negligible.
With a length of wire so great as 1 metre, such as was used by
both Miss Noyes and Walker, it appears almost impossible t o
eliminate the chance of such sources of error in measuring the
modulus, especially at temperatures below 300 deg. or 400 deg.
As regards the position of the specimen t o be tested, the
alternative of suspending the wire vertically and hanging
weighfs on to its end was discarded in favour of a horizontally
stretched wire, for the following reasons :1. Uneven heating would be less likely t o occur owing to the
absence of air convection currents.
2. Errors due to “ sag ” are negligible in so short a length as
20 cm. ; in any case such errors could be calculated and allowed
for (see Searle, “ Experimental Elasticity,” p. 88).
3. The difficulty of applying the stretching force and of
estimating the effect of friction when the load is not applied
directly to a freely hanging wire was overcome by means of a
special apparatus designed for the purpose, in which a spring
under compression was used to produce the stretching force.
Moreover, various associated evils, familiar to anyone who
has worked on the subject, were completely eliminated, such,
for instance, as sudden jerks in the stretched wire, or the difficulty of keeping the wire continuallyin focus when taking a
series of readings over a large range of temperature.
To sum up, the method used was to observe by means of
reading microscopes -the elongation of about 20 em. of the
central portion of a horizontally-stretched wire, heated electrically.
The temperature was measured by observing the resistance
of the wire, and the stretching force was applied by a calibrated spring in conjunction with an apparatus specially
designed to avoid friction and “ wobbling.”
It was decided that a pair of reading microscopes (1 in.
objectives) with good micrometer eye-pieces were preferable
to any form of microscope moving along a mechanical slide,
since the former, in the first place, afford greater accuracy in
reading, and, in the second place, the fact that the microscopes
themselves are k e d during a series of measurements reduces
the chance of accidental displacements to a minimum. In
these circumstances, if the horimntal wire method is to give
reliable results, the first necessity is for the specimen of wire
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to main alWaJ’S in focus, notwithstanding changes in the
stretching force or expansion by heat ; for any readjustment
of the focus is likely to alter the relative position of the microscope tubes, and thereby vitiate the results. To attain the
required perfection in “ focus ” is was necessary to ensure
that the wire when stretched or expanding should move tmls
parallel to itself.
Many attempts were made t o apply the stretching force by
means of weights hanging over systems of pulleys (Noyes and
Walker), or by means of spring balances of various patterns,
but in every case the results were more or less unsatisfactory.
Subsequently, as above remarked, the load was applied by a
spring in compression, one end of which was fixed indirectly at
one end of the experimental wire and the other to the other
end. (See Fig. 1 (a),which is diagrammatic, and merely shows
the principle of the arrangement.) The end a of the wire is
fastened to a rod projecting centrally from and rigidly attached
to the tube T. T slides inside another tube T’, to which the
right-hand end k: of the wire is fixed ; thus, if a spring, C, in
compression is inserted between flanges A and I3 on the lefthand ends of the two tubes, the wire is subject to a tension
inversely proportional to the distance AB. A large number of
measurements of Young’s modulus at different temperatures
were made with an apparatus of this type, in which the tube
T slid without appreciable “ shake ” inside T’, the sliding surfaces being very accurately turned and polished ; but difficulties due to friction, though not so great as might be imagined,
were nevertheless considerable, and the apparatus was abandoned in favour of the modification described in the next
section.
Detniled Description of the Apparatus.
The apparatus finally evolved is based on the above principle, but instead of the tube T sliding inside T’ in the ordinary
way, a system of ball bearings was introduced in a manner
which will be best understood, pezhaps, with the help of the
diagrammatic sketches shown in Fig. 1 (a)and (b).
The tube T is provided with two’flanges, XX’, one at each
side, which project freely through two horizontal slots (one of
which is indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 1 ( a )in the sides
of T’).
a, b, c, d are plates rigidly attached to T’ and parallel to the
flanges. In the top and bottom surfaces of the h g e s are
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maChine-CUt grooves parallel to the axis of the tube T, while
coflespond~gparallel grooves run along the length of the
approximatingsurfaces of the plates ; thus between X X and the
four plates four ball races are formed each occupied by a series
of small steel bicycle balls.
The tube T is thus enabled to slide within T’, supparted and
guided by accurately parallel machine-cut ball bearings, with
the result that the “ focus ” difficulty disappears, while at the
same time all jerks and vibrations in the expanding wire are
stopped and friction is reduced to a remarkable extent. The
projecting end of T whose centre of gravity in the actual apparatus is well outside and to the left of T’ LFig. l ( a ) ]is supported
by a plate, P, bearing by means of another parallel pair of ball
bearings on a thick adjustable brass “ table ” N. This last
detail was found to be essential to the success of the apparatus,
since without it the bearings between T and T’ are apt to jam.
When the instrument is in adjustment and the races well oiled
the efficiency of the arrangement is very striking and, in the
opinion of the writer, has rendered the horizontal wire method
a most accurate and convenient one for the measurement of
Young’s modulus, or of an expansion coefficient.
The above is a description of the principle on which the ballbearing system was introduced. Many details have been
omitted for the sake of clearness, but a drawing to scale of the
complete arrangement is seen in Fig. 2 (a), the lettering
of which applies also to the diagrammatic sketches in Fig. 1
(a) and (b). It will be seen that in practice the left-hand’ end
of the wire is attached to a rod, r , which passes through a long
hollow square threaded screw, ss. .The rod r can be clamped
at M o r can slide freely without “ shake ” inside the screw. It
is useful for purposes of adjustment. The steel compression
spring C which applies the load to the wire bears on a screw
nut A, working on ss while the nut A (and therefore the screw
itself and the left-hand end of the wire) is attached to the
sliding tube T. The nut’ is enabled, when it is screwed along
ss to turn freely inside the tube T by means of the groove 9,
into which projects a screw, p ; this arrangement allows A to
rotate relat,ively to T but prevents relative motion along the
axis of the tube. The reason for introducing the screw ss and
the nllt A is in order that the tension of the spring may be
varied at will. It is clear that if A is screwed (say) from left
to right-the right-hand end of the wire (not shown) being
attached indirectly t o T’-the spring is compressed and Che load

16
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on thc wire increasd, while if A is niovcd in the opposite
direction the load is reduced.
,1 water jacket, W (only a portion of which if( N ~ O W I in

VOL. XXVII.
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Fig. 2 (a)),completely surrounds the wire and prevents
the latter from heating up the reading microscopes and other
apparatus. The right-hand end of the wire is fixed to the
right-hand end of W. The simplest way t o look at the somewhat complicated arrangement is to regard T, A, S and r as
tone system and B, T’ and W as another system capable of
$slidingfreely relatively to one another, the two systems being
tied together by the experimental wire and forced apart by
the expansion of the spring C.
Fig. 3 (a)’gives a general view of the whole apparatus, including the water jacket which surrounds the experimental wire.
The end piece E is shown in detail in Fig. 3 ( b ) ,and is necessary
in order to insulate the two ends of the wire from one another,
for the left-hand end is obviously in electric contact with the
h

FIG.4.

water jacket. E consists of a brass plate, b, carrying a clamp, c,
separated by an ebonite block, e, from the brass cap f which
screws on to the end of the water jacket. Thus, when the end
piece is in position and the wire clamped a t C, a- heating
current
-can be passed between K and K’.
Four holes, h and h’,, 1 and Z’, pierce the water jacket. The
former pair are for viewing the scratches on the wire ; the latter
are for illuminating purposes and for bringing out the potential
leads used in the resistance measurement.
Fig. 4 is a cross-section of the water jacket through h and 1
{or h’ and Z’), showing the way the leads are brought out through
glass tubes t , which do not interfere with the illumination.
The whole apparatus as shown in Big. 3 (a) was mounted on
the massive bed of a large comparator by Nalder Bros. with a
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pair of microscopes which could be h m l y clamped in any position. In order to illuminate the reference marks on the experimental wire, two straight-filament electric lamps were supported
near the illumination holes Z and Z’.
Each lamp was completely
surrounded b y a cylindrical water jacket pierced with a hole
through which the light could fall on the aperture Z or I’ in the
apparatus. The water circulation was found necessary to
avoid heating the microscopes and the observer.
The water jacket of the main apparatus as well as those of
the two lamps were in series with a coiled tube surrounding a
standard manganin resistance used in connection with the
resistance measurements ; a continuous flow of water was kept
u p through the circuit during it series of observations.
Experimental Details.
General.-In making a measurement of the modulus a t any
temperature previous observers appear to have applied a
definite load to the specimen and then to have read off the
resulting elongation. The measurement was then repeated
several times with the same load and the mean value of the
stretches so observed was used to calculate the modulus.
The method used in the present research was to plot a loadelongation graph at each temperature, using a series of loads
the greatest of which was well within the elastic limit* at that
temperature. The probable error in the determination of the
modulus obtained in this way is less than when a single load is
applied, while additional information is supplied at each
temperature as to whether Hooke’s law is holding or not. The
conclusion of Walker, for instance, that the elastic thermal
coefficient is different for small loads from what it is for larger
loads, is the same thing as stating that the load-elongation
graphs are not linear over that range of temperature.
Neasurement of the Stretching E’orce.
Calibration of the Spring.-By removing the cap E and
attaching the wire, which thus passes freely out of the end of
t,he water jacket to a specially constructed spring-balance
arranged horizontally, the spring C was calibrated in situ under
exactly the same conditions which prevail during an actual
measurement of the modulus.

* See remarks on p. 27 as t o the meaning t o be attached to this
expression.
B2
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The distance apart in centimetres of the flanges A and B
(Fig. 1 (a)), was observed during the calibration.
The spring balance, in which friction was practically negligible,* had been previously calibrated in a vertical position,
using 100 gramme steps.
The final calibration graph for spring C in which the distance
between A and B was plotted against the tension of the spring
in grammes weight proved to be a perfectly straight line within
the limits of accuracy sought ; this forms a good indication of
the uniform nature of the extremely small frictional resistance
of the ball-bearing slides.
Temperature Coefficient of the Spring. --An approximate
measurement of this was made between 28°C. and 45°C. The
maximum change in t’he temperature of the spring during one
of the main experiments on Young’s modulus was less than
5 deg., and it was found that the correction to be applied to
the stretching force on account of changes in the elasticity of
the spring was negligible.
Estimated Accuracy.-The distance AB was measured with
a steel millimetre scale to
mm., and, owing to slight
mechanical irregularities in the flanges, was probably not
correct to within f mm. This means that the estimated
error on a single observation of the force as read of; from the
calibration graph is equal to 20 grammes weight.
Measurement of the Elongation.
Considering the excellent definition of the microscopes and
the fact that the wire when once mounted and annealed never
got out of focus, it was found better t o use small natural marks
on the wire as reference markst than to make artificial scratches.
This method was not subject to accidental errors due to mistakes in identifying the marks, since any such mistakes would
be detected at once when the load elongation graphs were
plotted.
In all measurements the positions of the reference marks on
the wire were read in terms of the “teeth ” and fractions
thereof in the micrometer eye-pieces ; the readings were subsequently converted into centimeters by multiplying b p the
magnification factor.

* The spring of this balance was practically “ free,” the light index from I
its free end hardly touching the scale.
f C.p. Horton, “ Phil. Trans.” R.S., series A, Vol. cciv., p. 52.
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The Magnification Factor.-This was found by placing a
micrometer millimeter (by Zeiss) divided to fifths in the same
plane as the surface of the wire and measuring the value of
4 mm. in terms of '' teeth " a t several places along the scale.
The mean value found was 1 " tooth "=0@0423 om.
'The magnification was checked by similar measurements on
t h e divided millimeter of a standard invar meter scale.
Estimated Accuracy.-The micrometers were read to 0.01
tooth, but since the setting of the cross-wire on a mark was
probably doubtful t o about twice this amount, the accuracy of
an individual reading of a reference mark is estimated at not
less than 0.02 tooth, or 0.00008cm., which is about &th of the
degree of accuracy obtained by Shakespear in measuring the
elongation by an interference method.
Measurement of the Distance between the Reference Marks.
A standard invar meter was mounted so that its scale was
in the same plane as the top surface of the wire. The actual
distance apart of the central fixed threads of the eye-pieces was
then determined at a known temperature. This distance was
found to be 20.276 cm. at 28°C. A correction on the distance
bet,ween the various pairs of reference marks used a t different
temperatures could tLen be easily applied since the actual
readings of the reference marks on the toothed scale of each
microscope was known.
It was seldom necessary to apply this correction, since marks
,were usually chosen which lay near the central thread.
Estimated Accuracy. -The length measurements were correct
to 0.01 cm., which was much greater than was necessary in
comparison with the other measurements.
Measzcremeqt of the Area of Cross-section of the Wire.
This was found at the end of the experiments by making a
series of 76 determinations of the diameter a t different places
along the wire with a standard screw gauge. Another series
of measurements was made on a portion of the fresh unheated
wire. The difference of the means of these two experiments
was 0.0002 cm. The probable error of the mean of each series
was much less than this, so that it was legitimate to consider
the determination of the cross-section as correct t o 0.000004
sq. cm. throughout the range of the experiments.

29
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The diameter from these measurements was 0.04288 cm.,
giving a mean cross-section of 0.001906 sq. em.

Estimated Accurmy of the Determination of the Radius. -The
radius was taken as being correct to 0-0001 cm. throughout t'he
range, since the error on the radius due to expansion of the
wire when ,heated through 400.deg. was of about the same
1
= - was not emvalue. The correct expression
mean
r
ployed, as the difference between this and t,he ordinary mean
did not affect the results t o 2 per cent.

JG)

Adjustment and Determination of the Temperature.
General.-The most important, and perhaps the most, diRcult, feature of these measurements is to keep the temperature
constant during the application of a series of loads.
That this is essential is easily recognised from the following
calculation :If 1,- 1, is the change in lengbh of the wire for a change of
temperature of 8 deg., we have 1,- l,=l,u~ approximately,
where a is the average coefficient of expansion over the range
8 deg. Z,a8 is the change in length due to temperature only ;
consequently, in order that changes in temperature may not
vitiate the measurements of elongation due to loading, we must
choose 0 so as to make Z,aO small compared with the average
increment of elongation produced by a load.
Taking the elongation increment as 0.001 cm. (which is less
than the average) we must make 1,uO less than (say) &th of
this. That is, 8 must not be greater than 0~0001/Z,a.
If we take U at 250 deg. as 0.000017,* and E,=20 em., we get
the result that 8 ought not to be greater than 0~3°C. This
degree of steadiness was actually attained in the large majority
of the measurements. When changes in temperature materially larger than this took place the measurements were discarded.+
A battery of large capacity storage cells was used to supply
the current, and the series of constantan rheostats in the heating circuit, as well as the standard manganin comparison resistance, were immersed in oil.

* Harrison, Phil. Mag.,"
t See, however, p. 34.
"

June, 1904.
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As has already been stated, the experimental nickel wire was
completely enclosed in a water-jacket through which a ciroulation was kept continuously running. The wire was thm
effectively protected from draughts, and prevented from heating the apparatus in its neighbourhood.

MeasurewuM of the Resistance.
Potential leads qq’ of very fine platinum were silver soldered
to the wire, each about 2 cm. beyond the reference marks mm’
(see Fig. 5). The smallest possible quantity of solder was
used so as to avoid disturbing the uniformity of the heating.
These two leads were brought out of the water-jacket through
the illumination holes. The resistance of the portion qq‘ of
the nickel was determined by a potentiometer method, using
as comparison standard a coil of No. 12 B.W.G. managnin
immersed in oil and surrounded by a water circulation coil.
The potentiometer was specially const”icted for these measurements, and the various resistances were adjusted so that 1 mm.
- -- - -- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - -- 66 OW.------ -- - - - - - - - - - - - +
m
Q L--Wm.---+’ q
‘

+

~~

FIG. 5 .

shift in the balance point corresponded to about 1°C. change of
temperature in the nickel. Thus, in order to keep to the sfandard of temperature steadiness aimed at (0.3deg.), observations
were discarded (at least for the purpose of calculating the
modulus) in which the balance point on the bridge wire
changed by more than about 0.5”.
It must be remembered, however, that such a degree of accuracy in the measurement of the temperature is by no means claimed. It was
merely necessary for the temperature to remain constant to
this extent during the observations.
A sketch of the electrical arrangements is given in Fig. 6.

iV1easurement of the Temperature Coefficient of Resistance of the
Nickel.
The specimen of nickel wire used in these experiments was
good, but was not known t o be of exceptional purity. It was,
therefore unjustifiable t o use the results for pure nickel already

24
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obtained by the writer in 1902.” Consequently a complete
resistance temperature graph was constructed for the actual
specimen employed in the Young’s modulus experiments.
A suitable length of the nickel wire was wound into a spiral,
fitted into a porcelain tube, and placed in an electric furnace
side by side with a platinum thermometer. The two tubes
were bound together with copper sheet, and their ends symmetrically placed in the centre of the furnace.
Temperature measurements were made by using the plati-

FIQ. 6.

num thermometer in conjunction with a Callendar’s recorder,
corrections to air thermometer temperatures being applied
graphically.
The resistance of the nickel at various temperatures was
measured on the same potentiometer which was used in the
elasticity experiments. The comparison coil was a 1-ohm
standard immersed in a water bath.
The curve resulting from these resistance temperature
measurements possesses a critical interval extending from

* Harrison, ‘‘ Phil. Mag.” S.R., Vol. III., No.

14, February, 1902.
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365 deg. to 370 deg., a position which differs little from that
found by the author for pure nickel (Zoc. cit. p, 24).
Estimated Accuracy.-The temperature measurements are
correct to about 4°C. below 250deg. and above 400deg.
Between 250 deg. and 400 deg. they are correct t o about 3 deg.
This follows from the fact that the resistance variation is more
rapid near the critical temperature.
In view of the above degree of accuracy errors due to change
of resistance of the wire by stretching or to changes of temperature of the standard manganin coil do not come in.
Discussion of the Accuracy of the Method.

Taking the value of Young’s modulus ( E )t o be given by

where f is the stretching force in dynes, which produces an
extension of Z cm. in a wire of length L cm. and radius r cm.,
we have the following expressions for the proportional error
(6E/E),produced in E by errors S(f/Z), dL, dryin the quantities
. f / Z y L and r respectively :Due to error in i/Z-

(6E),-6f/J
-------=-d(f/Z)
E

Due to error in

z

fll f

. . . . . .

(1)

L(dE),
___-- .6L
E -La

. . . . . . . .

(2)

Due to error in r -

r
-r
Now, suppose that a single observation of the stretch corresponding to a particular load is taken. I t can be shown that
the error on the quotient flZ, when f and Z are subject to errors
‘Sf and 81 respectively, is given by

where S ( f / Z ) is the error on a single observation of f / Z .
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Now, from p. 21 the value of 6Z for a single measurement is:
0-00008cm. and from p. 20 the value of c3f for a single measure
is 20 grammes weight ; hence, taking f=520 grammes weight
and the corresponding stretch 2=0.0025 cm. (as is the case for.
normal temperatures), we get
S(f/Z)=& 10,000 approximately.
Let it b$ assumed for the purposes of calculation that only
five obaervations were made in obtaining a load elongation
graph, then if each value of f / Z is gi'ven the same " weight," the
probable error of the mean of the five observations is

-1
-6(j)=
f4,600.

4s

From expression (1)above, the percentage error produced in
E by an error of 4,600 in measuring f/Z is therefore given by
100 (6E),~
X 4,600=2 per cent.
- 1 0 0 0.0025
E
520

Again, from p. 21, the estimated error in L is 0.01 cm., so that'.
from expression (2)

and from p. 22 the estimated error in r is 0.0001 em. Hence,.
from expression (3),
lOO(6E)
1
__3 = 2 ~ 0 * O 0 0
=043 per cent.
E
0.0246

._

Combining these three it appears that the error on an indi-.
vidual measurement of Young's modulus, apart from the influence of errors due to temperature changes, is about 2 percent., which is all that is required considering the temperature
difficulties.
The above gives an idea of the accuracy of the method at
ordinary temperature when t,he latter does not change by more
than 0 - 3 O C . At higher temperatures the probable error in the
present research is slightly less than 2 per cent., owing to the
existence of larger elongations for a given load.
If the length of the experimental portion of the wire were
increased, and a somewhat larger spring employed, measure-
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ments of the modulus could easily be made to &th of 1 per
cent .
Method of -taking the Measurements.
The wire was annealed by heating electrically to about
500OC.under a tension suBcient to straighten out large kinks
and bends in the wire. The temperature was then reduced to
300deg., the load gradually and carefully increased at this
temperature, the corresponding stretches being measured, and
the process continued until no further anomalous elongations
were observed (due to kink-straightening).
A load elongation graph was then determined a t the temperature of the laboratory (about 27°C.).
The temperature was next raised to about 50deg. and
another graph obtained ; and so on by steps of 30 deg. o r
50 deg. up to 450 deg.
During the process a return was often made to lower temperatures. Throughout the range from 350 deg. to 430 deg.,
where anomalous features in the modulus were detected, the
temperature intervals were much more frequent, and the
measurements were made with continuously rising and continuously falling temperatures. As a rule, only one or two
graphs could be obtained in one working day, as it took some
time for the temperature to become steady, but throughout
the course of the research the final form of the apparatus gave
no trouble whatever, and when once in adjustment remains
so indefinitely ; as was emphasised before, the chief difficulties
are connected with the temperature steadiness.
The total load on the wire varied from 2,000 grammes weight
t o 40,000 grammes weight up to a temperature of 200 deg., from
1,800 to 3,000 up to 350 deg. and from 1,600 to 2,800 up t o 450
deg. The usual load increment applied was about 200 or 250 g.w.
I n forming a graph of load elongation, the actual load increment was plotted against the corresponding stretch in the
experimental portion of the wire ; up t o 350 deg. a complete
series of measurements included observations during unloading
as well as during loading. Above this temperature the effects
of elastische nachwirkung began to make themselves felt for
the higher loads so that the graph for unloading was meaningless from the point of view of these experiments.’ In fact,
all those portions of the graphs where the “ after effect ”
became apparent correspond to what Hopkinson and Rogers
call the “instantaneous extension,” and this is what was
employed in calculating the modulus.
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When the graphs* had all been plotted, a load increment of
620 g.w. was chosen (equal t o 1 cm. compression of the spring),
and the corresponding stretches were read off from the graphs.
The quotient of the corrected length? of the wire by the
stretch gives L/Z for each temperature ; this is a quantity
proportional to Young's modulus, and is shown in column 2,
Table I.
The following table gives the data from which Fig. 7 was
plotted :TABLE I.
Temperature of wire
in degrees C.

-x
L 2.73
+(proportional to E).

27-0
27.5
96.0
121.0
145.0
185.0
222.0
236.0
255.0
285.0
329.0
350.0
360.0
376.0
382.0
396.0
397.0
401.0
406.0
409.0
422.0
425.0
430.0
432.0
437.0
448.0
454.0
465.0

I

= Ein kilos per sq. mm.

8,300
8,055
7,800
7,800
7,600
7,440
7,440
7,550
7,110
7,110
6,530
6,200
5,970
5,890
5,754
5,754
5,690
5,754
5,890
5,820
5,820
5,820
5,690
5,620
5,370
4,690
4,480
4,360

22,700
22,000
21,300
21,300
20,700
20,300
20,300
20,600
19,400
19,400
17,800
16,900
16,300
16,100
15,700
15,700
15,500
15,700
16,100
15,900
15,900
15,900
15,500
15,300
14,700
12,800
12,200
11,900

_._________

Length of the wire between the marks
Mean radius of wire
..
Mean cross-section..
Load iqcrement , ,,
. .
Total minimum load .. ......... ...
Value of Young's modulus at 0" C.(by ex.
.
trapolation).

............................
......... .................
... .... ............ ... ......
. ...
... ....
...... ................. .......

20.276 cm.
0.04928 om.
0.001906 sq. om.
520 grammes weight.
From 1,600 to2,000 grammes
[weight.
22,200 kilogrammes/sq. mm.

* Typical examples are shown in Fig. 8,a, b, c, d and e.

t See p. 21.
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The multiplying factor for converting LIZ into E is, of course,
f and is equal to -0*520 -2.727 kilos. per square millizr2’
0.1907
metre. The values of Young’s modulus so obtained are shown
in column 3, and are expressed in kilogrammes per square
millimetre. They are exhibited graphically in Fig. 7.
24

g 22

E2d

a? 18

J 16

8

$ 14
212
X

10

8
0

100

200
300
Temperature In degrees C.

400

500

FIQ. 7 .

Discussion of Results.
General.-Up
to about 300°C. the modulus for nicke1
diminishes slowly as the temperature rises. The results up to.
this temperature are represented well by the parabola
E~=Eo(l-0.0002868 -0~000000846582),

where E=22,200 kilos. per square millimetre for the specimen
used. This formula was calculated for the complete series up
to 325 deg. by the Method of Least Squares.
Above 325 deg. the modulus begins to decrease rather more
rapidly, reaching a minimum just below 400 deg. It then
appears to increase again slightly, or at least to remain nearly
constant up to 425 deg,, after which a rapid diminution occurs.*
Too much stress ought not to be laid on the existence of an
actual minimum a t 390 deg., but the large number of observations above 350 deg. taken on different days with temperatures
both rising and falling seems to establish with certainty the existence of a stationary value between 375 deg. and 425 deg.
with less certain evidence of an actual minimum value. It is

* 400 deg. and 325 deg. are the mid;,points of the temperature ranges
throughoutwhich T. A. Lindsay (“Proc. R. S. Edin., 29, 1908-1909)found
important evolutions of heat to occur in Ni on cooling.
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-clear that the beginning of this constant- value of the
niodulus coincides with the beginning of the critical interval in
the resistance of the metal.
The Load Elongation Graphs (Fig. 8, a, 6, c, d , e, f , g and h).In general these were linear a t all temperatures (see the
examples shown in Fig. 8, a , b, c, d and e ) , but in certain
experiments (see Fig. 8, f , g and h) the relation between load and
extension was not found to be linear ; moreover, the curve for
unloading did not coincide with that for loading.
Iii cases in which non-linear graphs were obtained, different
types appeared on different occasions, but these invariably

Temp:rature rising during loading;
csnstant
during unloading.

Temperature r:sing during loading and unloading.

Tempsrature rising during loadmg; falllng to its
original value during unloading,

Ll

(4)

i6)

EfkfEf

Tempsrature falling durng loading and unloading.

Temperature falling during loading and rising
during unloading.

Temperature falling during loading; rising during
unloading.

FIG. 9.

conformed to one or another of the six types shown in Fig. 9,
which represent diagrammatically the obvious effect of a
gradually changing temperature on can otherwise linear load
elongation graph. It will be noticed that f , g and h are of the
type shown in Fig. 9, Nos. (l),( 5 )and (3) respectively.
It is true that curves similar to Nos. (1) or (3) might be pro,duced by t’he<‘ after-effect ” alone, provided the latter set in a t
some stage during loading, but in the instances referred to, not
only was there no appreciable “ after-effect,” but the observations when repeated under constant temperature conditions
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invariably gave a linear graph in which the values of the stretches
during loading coincided with those during udonding.
The most usual form of non-linear graph obtained was like
Fig. 9, Nos. (1)and (3),and in every instance of the kind it was
evident from changes in the electric resistance of the wire that
a slight rise, followed by a slight fall or by constancy in
temperature, had occurred during the experiment.
The author, although misled at first by the regularity of such
curves as h (Fig. 8) into a belief that they represented a genuine
phenomenon connected with the elasticity of the metal, $as
now reached the conclusion that all the looped load elongation
curves obtained in this research are due, not to an irreversible
elastic effect, but merely to temperature changes. And this
notwithstanding the exBeriments of J. 0. Thomson* (who
shows that increase in- length is not exactly proportional
to the stretching force) seeing that the effects claimed by
Thomson are very much smaller than those at present under
discussion.
It is interesting that Shedd and Ingersolf obtained curves f o r
indiarubber at different temperatures of a sinilar kind to
those in Fig. 8, No. f , g, h, but insufficient evidence is quoted as
to the constancy of the temperature, so that in the absence of
further information the present writer is not quite satisfied
that Shedd and Ingersol’s results cannot be explained as the
result of temperature variations.
When a wire is stretched the temperature effect produced is
always such as t o increase the elasticity and thereby t o oppose
the stretch. If it be conceded, as a result of the present experiments, that the temperature coefficient of elasticity continually
decreases up t o 400 deg., then up t o this temperature a stretch
produces a fall of temperature in the wire. Hence, during
loading adiabatically the temperature would be expected to
fall slightly and t o increase again on unloading, giving rise to
the appropriate contraction and expansion in the metal. This
effect, although it was actually detected in a few instances, is in
general far too small to afford any explanation of the want of
linearity of the load elongation graphs.
It is therefore concluded that, within the limits of accuracy
discussed on pp. 21, et sep., the present experiments show that
the elongation of a nickel wire increases in direct proportion to

* Thomson,

“

Wied. Ann.,” 44, 1891.
“ Phys. Rev.,” Vol. XIX.,
p. 107, 1904.

t Shedd and Ingersol,
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the load, provided the “ instantaneous ektension ” is employed
in all cases in which the “after-effect” is apparent. The
above conclusion seems to be at variance with the results both
of Miss Noyes and of Walker, who suggest that the thermal
coefficient may be smaller for a small load than for a large one.
Shakespear regarded effects of this nature as holding only
during the first few heatings of a wire, the latter settling down to
a steady state after repeated heatings and coolings, and
although the present writer cannot confirm this the point is not
to be regarded as settled, for if Thomson’s results are accepted
and hold for different temperatures some small effect of the
kind claimed by Miss Noyes and by Walker may really exist.
It is noteworthy that Walker quotes an incredibly small value
for Young’s modulus for nickel (about 1 4 ~ 1 0 ~at1 16°C.).
On calculating the average thermal coefficient of the modulus
from his results I find 0.06 dyne per :quare centimetre per
degree C., which is 200 times the value given by any of the few
observers who, to my knowledge, have worked on the subject

Secular E8ects.

It seems likely that above 425 deg. some structural change,
possibly crystalline, occurs in the metal, and that this change
sets in at the beginning of the critical interval, for at 425 deg.
the wire is approaching the condition in which Hooke’s law
ceases to be true and small loads produce a permanent stretch
which does not remuer yith time.
Below400deg. or thereabouts, when the load exceeds a certain
value the influence of “ elastic after-effect ” becomes increasingly apparent as the temperature rises (c.P. Hopkinson and
Rogers), but if time for recovery is allowed the wire returns t o
its original length, but not to its original condition as regards
elasticity. It is slightly hardened by the process. Horton
noticed an analogous effect in dealing with the rigidity of metal
wires (Zoc. cit.).
Consequently it appears that unless load is sufficient at any
particular temperature to induce appreciable “ after-effect ” no
important effect is produced on Young’s modulus by the resulting stress, whereas if the “ after-effect ” has once occurred, a
higher temperature is needed to wipe out the resulting
hardening.
These remarks apply to temperatures below 425 deg. ; probably they do not hold above that.
VOL. XXVII.

C
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If the load is so small that no “ after-effect ” is noticeable, it
appears that the metal is softened by heating to 400 deg. or
500 deg., but that it recovers with time.
In a metal which has no critical temperature possibly the
transition t o the condition found in nickel above 425deg. is
gradual instead of abrupt.
V a l w of da
-.
dT
It follows* from the definitions of Young’s modulus (E) and
the coefficient of linear expansion ( a ) that
1 dE
g1= - j @
. a,. .

da

d
&-T=d-e.

. . .

(4)

where T is the tension on the expanding wire.
Hence, obtaining the value of

dE
- from the formula
de

Ee=Eo(l+AO+B02),
and substituting in equation

(a), we get

a = - E Eo2(A+2BO),
whence, adopting the values of A and I3 from the formula on
p. 29,

Calculating this for various values of the temperature, the
following table is obtained, which, of course, applies only
(strictly speaking) to the particular specimen of nickel used in
this research :TABLE11.

I-_

e.
~

I

x 10R.
dT

I

-__.

10
100
200
1

Ee in kilos.
per square millimetre.

300

1
I
I

22,180
21,840
20,220
18,650

1.37 dog.-lkilo-lmm.2
2.09

3.37
5.08

,,

Eo=22,200 kilos./sq. mm.

*

I

99

?,

Searle, “ Experimental Elasticity,” p. 74, Chap. 111.

Ij
I

__
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The values of column 3 are shown plotted against the temperature in Fig. 10.
da

Expressing - a s ' s parabolic function of 8,
dT
da
we have
--a+b8+cO2.
dT
d a is independent of T,
Integrating this on the assumption that -

dT

[aelT=(a+b8+cea)T+p,
where P is a constant and is a function of 8.

0

100

200

m e

Fro. 10.

If [a@],-,is the value of a when T=O we h d P=[a&, so, finally
[aelT-[ ~

] 0 =(a+

be+ c02)T=T($)

t):

(E)

da
is
the
value
of
-e
dT at temperature 8.
da
Since we know from Fig. 10 the variation of - - with 8, it is
dT
simplest t o keep the equation in the form
Where

and to calculate

da
graphically.
dT
--

To express this equation in terms of the actual expansion of
c2
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the wire, let the temperature of the wire change from 0 deg. to
8 deg. Then, when the tension is zero?

where Z, is the length at 0 deg. and SZo is the expansion for change
of temperature 60, both measured under zero tension.
When the tension is T kilos./sq. mm.

when I , is the length at 0 deg., and 62, is the expansion for change
of temperature 68, both measured under tension T.
Now, by definition of Young's modulus,

)

I - 1 (--E
OT+E '
so the equation (G) becomes, on substituting for lo.
T+E SZo
[~o]o=z.,3 *
'

or

'

str

whence, substituting this value and that for [c(olT abovc, in
equation (4), we have

E
T+E
unity, we have finally

or, since -- for fensions of the order employed is sensibly

6iT--6zo=z,.

de. T .

(g). .
e

.

Equation (7) gives the difference between the expansion
under zero load and under a load T kilos. per square millimetre,
when the temperature changes from 0 deg. to 68.
The result is not appreciably different if we regard the temperature change 68 to occur a t any point along the temperature
scale provided 1, is then taken as being the length under tension
T at the lowest temperature of t'he range.
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Suppose, as an example, it is required to find the expansion
under zero load for a nickel wire of length about 10cm. at
100°C, when the value of the expansion under a load of
8 kilos. per square millimetre is known by experiment. We
then have
SB=lOO.
E = 2 2 . 2 ~lo3 at 0’ (by present experiments).
T = 8 kilos. per square millimetre.
dL,=increase in lengbh for 100 deg. under load T.
=0.014 em. by experiment.
ZT=10.32 em. under tension T a t 0 deg.

( % ) = 1 - 6 4 ~ lo-* taken from the curve Fig. 10 a t 50deg,
the mean temperature of this range.
Then, from equation (7),

61,--SZ0=10.32x lOOx 8 x 1 . 6 10-8=0.00136
~
mm.
Apparently the only direct experiments on the measurement
da
of - are those of Bottomley. That observer found an extra
dT
extension of 0.14 mm. on about 500 em. of copper wire due to
a load difference of about 8 kilos. per square millimetre and a
temperature difference of about 8OOC.
This gives 61, -610=0.003 mm. on 10 em., showing that
although no direct experimental data for

du

-for nickel are as
dT
yet available, the effect obtained by Bottomley for copper is of
the same order as that found theoretically for Ni from the
present experiments on the temperature coefficieiil of Young’s
modulus.
Summary of Results.
1. A parabolic empirical formula is obtained which expresses the relation between Young’s modulus and the tem perature for nickel up to 300OC. A n anomalous change 1s
fourid t o occur in the temperature coefficient of the modulus
at the same temperature as the magnetic, thermo-electric,
resistance and expansion critical points, namely, between
365 deg. and 425 deg.
2. Hopkinson and Rogers’ result, that the “elastic after-

*

Bottomley, ‘’ Phil. Xrg ,” Vol. XXVIII., 1889.
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effect” in steel increases with temperature, is shown to be
also true for nickel.
3. When the temperature is constant and the “ elastic aftereffect” is absent or allowed for, load elongation graphs are
found to be linear, showing (a)that no appreciable irreversible
effects are produced on loading and then unloading, ( b ) that
the elastic temperature coefficient is the same for all loads
employed during the research.
This is in conflict witchthe results of several other observers,
as is also the fact that no maximum value in the thermal coefficient just below 100 deg. was detected, even with the smallest
loads employed, which were half the value of the smallest load
used by Walker. It is true, however, that the question of the
existence of 8, maximum was not very specialiy investigated
during the course of the present research.
da
4. The value of -,
where a is the coefficient of expansion
dT
under tension T, is deduced from the thermal coefficient of
Young’s modulus obtained. It can be expressed as a parabolic
function of t,he temperature.
Hence a formula is determined which gives the difference
(at any temperature) between the.expansion due to heat when
the wire is free and when it is subject t o a load T.
I am much indebted to Dr. W. A. K. Christie, of the Geological
Survey of India,for giving me the specimen of nickel with
which the above experiments were carried out.
Baker Physical Laboratory,
Presidency College.

